The Hague RSI Seminar II

Hands-on tests of RSI interfaces and workshops on related topics, 23 March 2019 in The Hague

The AIIC Netherlands Region invites colleagues to the sequel of our RSI seminar. In November 2018 you heard everything you need to know about RSI – Remote Simultaneous Interpretation. Now, after the PRIMS session in London and with all the interest in the subject in other AIIC Regions, the Netherlands Region is taking the next step.

This time you will practice using RSI platforms in real-life interpreting conditions. Klaus Ziegler will moderate and facilitate the hands-on sessions with two RSI interfaces, Voiceboxer and Kudo. This is a unique opportunity to work in an RSI setting, to engage with the look-and-feel of two platforms, to raise questions and exchange views with colleagues.

In parallel, we will tackle relevant topics and drill deeper. Thanks to the contributions of the participants in November we have identified several topics that require some in depth discussion and actual work. A preliminary list of buzzwords – liability, business structure, hubs set up – serves as an indication of the workshops we are preparing. We are in touch with a couple of knowledgeable moderators who will introduce subjects and guide the discussions.

This announcement is meant to raise your interest and encourage you to register as soon as possible, in order to plan for technical requirements adequately. We will hold the 23 March session at the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, a well-known venue for all who attended our previous Legal Symposiums. The program for the RSI seminar will be refined and you will be updated in the coming weeks.

**Date:** Saturday, 23 March 2019

**Venue:** Special Tribunal for Lebanon, Dr. van der Stamstraat 1, Leidschendam, The Netherlands